CLEAR BAG POLICY IN EFFECT FOR ENTERING DEVON PARK

To provide a safer environment for the public and expedite entry into Devon Park, USA Softball & the NCAA have implemented a bag policy limiting the size and type of bag allowed into the stadium for the Women’s College World Series. We strongly encourage you not to bring any type of bag, but have outlined what is permissible.

PERMISSIBLE BAGS:

- Non-clear bag of 9’’ (L) x 7’’ (W) or smaller. This could include clutches, crossbodies, or fanny packs.
- Bags that are clear and DO NOT exceed 12” long by 12” high by 6” wide; One-gallon clear plastic freezer bag
- Exceptions will be made for medically necessary bags after inspection at any entrance.
- Bags will not be held during the event and must be returned to your vehicle or hotel.
- Seat cushions must fit within a clear bag and not exceed 12”x”12”x6” in size. Flat & soft cushions only.

PROHIBITED BAGS:

- Any size purse or clutch that is larger than 9’’ (L) x 7’’ (W) or that is not clear.
- Briefcases, backpacks, cinch bags and fanny packs that are not clear and/or exceed the size restriction.
- Luggage of any kind
- Computer bags/cases

Diaper bags, Medical bags, Camera bags and/or Binocular cases DO NOT have to be clear but are subject to a full inspection and will have to be classified by the gate worker as an approved bag. If the bag is approved, a tag will be provided and must be present on the bag at all times.

Please use a clear bag for all future Women’s College World Series events and games and ensure items placed into the clear bag are permissible. Fans are encouraged to visit NCAA.COM/WCWS for additional information.
**PROHIBITED BAGS**

- Backpack
- Purse or Clutch
  - Larger than 9” x 7”
- *Camera Bag*
- *Binoculars Case*
- Printed Pattern Plastic Bag

* May be permitted with full inspection and will have to be classified by the gate worker as an approved bag.

**APPROVED BAGS**

- 12” X 12” X 6” Clear Plastic Bag
- (1) Gallon Clear Plastic Storage Bag
- Clutch Purse
  - Smaller than 9” x 7”
- Purse
  - Smaller than 9” x 7”
- Fanny Pack
  - Smaller than 9” x 7”

This policy pertains to bags and is not an all-inclusive list of items that are prohibited from being taken into Devon Park.

NCAA and Women’s College World Series are trademarks owned or licensed by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.